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REISS Büromöbel GmbH
Motivating working worlds.

We know how to create offices.

OUR DRIVE

A trendsetter
for new ideas.
More than 100 years ago we made industrial history with the legendary
board. Generations of architects, designers and pioneers used the world‘s
first ergonomically adjustable drafting machine to realise ideas and change
the world.
We will continue this tradition in the future. As a trendsetter for
new ideas, we design and produce high-quality office furniture
systems for working environments in which people are able to
develop their full potential and achieve their goals.

Countless cities have been designed
and planned on the REISS board.
Chandigarh in India, for instance. The
planning drafts originate from the
influential Swiss architect and urban
planner, Le Corbusier.
The foundation stone of today‘s
megacity was laid in 1957.
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INTE L L IGE NT C O NC E P TS

Good ideas.
You are most welcome.

Change is the only constant phenomenon of our time. This also applies to REISS.
Ever since our foundation in 1882, we have been evolving from a mail-order
business for measurement supplies to a leader office furniture producer in
Germany and Europe.

We have retained one thing
over all these years: the drive
to understand your
challenges and and to
develop solutions
for intelligent workplace
concepts that can be flexibly
adapted to your needs,
motivate you and promote
your health. We know of only
one benchmark for this – you.

Live work.

Brainstorming in the lounge, concentration in the think tank,
in single and open offices or in the work space.
Today‘s working world has many facets.
And it is becoming more and more demanding.
Therefore, we develop and produce intelligent
office furniture systems which can be transformed
into functional places for teamwork, communication
and concentration in no time at all.
These include individual or group workstations,
ergonomic stand-sit-desks as well as desks
screens for privacy and acoustic walls which
minimise disturbing noise emissions and create
variable room structures.

We produce according to the
highest environmental standards
and ensure a sustainable supply
chain. 99 percent of our suppliers
are based in Germany.
One in four of them is less than
200 kilometres away from us.
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H I S TO R Y

More than 140 years
of pioneering spirit.

1993
REISS ReForm, the first furniture program with stand-sit-desks
specially designed for CAD applications

2016

The 90.000th stand-sit-desk has been
delivered since 1990

1990

REISS focuses on developing,
manufacturing and selling office
furniture

1996
1998

2007

2000

1990

1980

1970

1960

1950

1940

1930

1920

Development and production of the first
stand-sit-desk „Reform“

Entry into the
EMAS register
Opening
Showroom Berlin

125 years of REISS: The product
range has been expanded
through the successfully series
REISS Idealo

2018

Groundbreaking ceremony for the
new Industry 4.0 plant with smart
manufacturing
Opening Showroom Frankfurt
am Main
Product chain certificate PEFC

2015

2000

2017 growth program begins
Extensive investments in
sustainable process design, stateof-the-art production systems and
enterprise resource planning

REISS initiates the REISS ZWECK
design competition together with the
Dresden University of Technology

Development and production of
drafting machines with heightadjustable, tilting drawing board,
as well as office furniture specially
designed for constructors

1910

2013

2020

Resumption of
production

The company is
dispossessed and
complete
dismantled

1904

Opening Showroom
Bad Liebenwerda

The height-adjustable REISS Ergo office
furniture program is launched

1950

REISS begins with the
production of drafting
machines, dye line printers and
office furniture

2009

An environmental management system
under the norms DIN EN ISO 14001 is
introduced

1947

Launch of the new stand-sit workstation the „Dynamic alternative“ REISS Avaro

2010

1945

1910

1900

Company founded by Robert Reiss
as a mail-order business for
measurement equipment and
office supplies in Liebenwerda,
Germany

1890

1982

100 years of REISS: The
company is Europe’s
largest drafting machine
manufacturer

1882

1880

A quality management system
under the norms DIN EN ISO 9001 is
introduced

With the first “Phoenix” carriage-type
drafting machine – the legendary REISS
board, starts the production of the first
industrially ergonomic workstation

Company founder
*1844 †1915

SmartClean wins the innovation award in
Brandenburg

1994

1921
Robert Reiss

2017

2010

1960

Exports to 22 countries, and an
increasing focus on producing
drafting machinery and office
furniture, export share reaches
a share of 80 percent

100 years of stand-sit expertise. The standsit-desks product line has been expanded
through the new REISS Eco N2 series with
beamless-frame design

2020

Introduction of the
switchless height
adjustment REISS Touch
Opening of Plant II with
Industry 4.0
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What do we give everything for?
So that you can achieve your goals.

founded
in

FAC T S

over

1882

220
employees

Every REISS employee thinks and acts in a customer-oriented way
cause we want that you achieve your goals.

over

That is why planning and consulting, individual project support and comprehensive customer service are just as
much a part of REISS as excellent product quality, social responsibility and sustainable corporate management.
Our quality and environmental management is certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001 and DIN EN ISO 14001 and
our environmental management has been meeting the requirements of EMAS III since 2013.

we load and ship

over

300

of material are
processed daily

specialist retailers in
Germany and Europe

We produce annually round

2.500 m

48 Mio.

26 t

3

furniture
per week

80.000

1910

Euro revenue in 2021

more than

60%

of our electricity is obtained
from renewable energies

12.500 m

November 2021
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we developed and produced
Germany‘s first stand-sit desk

since

1895

we have an ongoing tradition of training
appentices in a variety of professions

2

is the area of our new production hall

desks

30 Mio.

Euro
invstement in our production sites till 2020
to expand capacities and to convert our
processes to Industry 4.0 level
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PRODUCTS

Our products
Solution-oriented.
„Made in Germany“ quality. We have been producing our

As an important economic factor
and employer in Bad Liebenwerda
and its surrounding, we actively
take over regional responsibility.

solutions for modern office exclusively in Germany for over
100 years and will continue to do so in the future.

In this way, we support children
and young people in the fields of
sports, culture and education.
We offer young people a
professional perspective and are
guided by the principle of
sustainability in everything we do.
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Workstations

Stand-Sit-Workstations

Communication

Storage

Acoustic

Practical, elegant, multifunctional
and variable: with our workstations,
you create performance- and healthpromoting workspaces for the diverse
demands of your employees.

Over 100 years of stand-sit expertise,
ergonomic functionality in perfection:
bring more dynamism into your office
with the height-adjustable desks from
REISS.

Sharing knowledge, face-to-face:
With our communication solutions
you create the best conditions for
successful meetings and good
conversations.

Order and structure: everything
finds its place in our modular storage
solutions - on the wall, at the desk or
as a structural element in the middle
of the room.

Concentrate on the essentials:
Minimise disturbing sound emissions
with our acoustic solutions and create
variable room structures with a feelgood ambience.

REISS Avaro Q
REISS Eco N2
REISS Idealo
REISS Standard
REISS Novo
REISS SmartClean

REISS Avaro Q / R / Basic
REISS Avaro Q Bench
REISS Eco V
REISS Eco N2
REISS Novo

REISS Avaro Q
REISS Standard
REISS Eco N2
REISS Novo
REISS Idealo
REISS Tabilo
REISS Inteo

REISS Storage space
REISS Container
REISS Plant container

REISS Calo 42
REISS Calo 22
REISS Acoustic
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WO R K S TAT I O N S

Workstations.
Functionality,
comfort and
ergonomics
Practical, functional and variable: Our system
solutions provide you with workstations which
promote performance and health for the
diverse demands of your employees.

Use a variety of combination options for a functional
interior design
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S TA N D - S I T- WO R K S TAT I O N S

Stand-sit-workstations.
More dynamics in Offices.
Our stand-sit-desks meet all ergonomic requirements for a
contemporary knowledge workstation.

Thanks to the quick lift, crank lever or motorised adjustment, you and your employees can
work safely and comfortably at any height. Stand-sit-desks from REISS provide the highest
quality and ergonomic functionality, as well as greater variety and freedom of movement.
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Communication.
Distinctly versatile.
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Our communication solutions
integrate intelligent cable
management for easy
connection to projectors, computers,
tablets and other peripheral devices.

C O M M U N I C AT I O N

Face-to-face communication is complex.
Our communication solutions put everything on the
right level. From specialised conference and
seminar rooms, highly variable conference zones
up to prestigious conferences - no questions are
left unanswered.
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S TO R AG E

Storage space.
Everything in
proper order.
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Individually configurable with extensive interior
fittings. Our storage systems flexibly provide for
order. Having a modular design, they offer a variety
of solutions for every office. They can be integrated
visually and in a wide variety of ways into any office
ambience.
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AC O U S T I C S

Acoustics.
Strength lies in the calmness.

Our privacy protection and sound
insulation systems are characterised
by high sound absorption, low weight
and simple installation. The noiseabsorbing components can be easily
attached to the REISS desks or
workstations and in the storage area
or set up as a standalone system in
the room. At the right place, they
permanently provide selective
resting zones and room structures
that can be flexibly adapted to
changing requirements.
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P RO D U C TIO N

Process oriented
production with
modern standards
Thanks to state-of-the-art production facilities and a new
ERP system, we process large orders just as efficiently and
with the same high quality as custom-made projects.

With an investment of 30 million Euros, we
will be producing according to the
Industry 4.0 standard at our new location in
Lausitz, district of Bad Liebenwerda
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Networked machines and a highly flexible „batch size 1“ system on an area of 12,500 m2:
With our new production site in Lausitz, district of Bad Liebenwerda, one of the
most modern plants in the industry will start its production. This also applies to our
metal processing operations, which will be based on the Industry 4.0 standard from 2022
onwards and will guarantee even more productivity and consistent quality.
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P RO D U C TIO N

Automated metal
processing

The high degree of automation and powerful laser
technology of our metal processing facility ensure maximum productivity without quality fluctuations and
significantly reduced material and energy consumption.
Our tube laser system ensures flexible processing of open
and modular tubes in any batch size, for exact pre-cuts,
while our CNC punching and nibbling machine guarantees
metal products of the highest quality.

Woodworking with
low-emission materials.

In our automated storage and cutting centre, we
process wood materials such as melamine-coated,
three-layer chipboard with the highest colour fidelity
and lowest pollutant emissions. We use only natural
materials from certified cultivation.

Perfect finish with solvent-free
powder coating.

Parts are delivered to final assembly
work stations/assembly lines in
combination with the automatic
warehouse system on the basis of the
Kanban principle.

Powder coating gives our metal parts a surface that is unparalleled in terms of strength, corrosion protection and resistance.
As a matter of course, we attach particular importance to sustainability in this process step as well. This enables us to achieve a powder utilisation rate of 99 percent, recover most of the energy used during heating and have solvent-free powder
processing without environmentally harmful solvents and toxic heavy metals.
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We are always at your side.
Personalised support ranging from
consulting to product briefing.

SE RV IC E

Well advised

In a joint meeting, the qualified REISS consultants, as well as over 300 specialist
trade partners, will assess your requirements, and develop economical and
sustainable solutions for workstations which promote performance and health.

Custom solutions
With our own construction department located in the headquarter in
Bad Liebenwerda, we can flexibly and precisely implement our customers‘
individual requirements.

Careful planning
Our certified workstation experts know what is important when planning your workspaces, taking into
account not only ergonomic factors but also labour law
provisions and existing efficiency potentials in your
work processes.

Responsible contact persons
We want your contact person to know what is important to you. That is why you can get in
touch at any time with experienced REISS employees who will provide you with competent
assistance.

Selected forwarding agents
To ensure that our office furniture reaches you safely and properly, we extend our
quality management up to our partner forwarding agents. We carry out annual
audits with all contracting partners and evaluate their overall performance on the
basis of strict qualitative and ecological criteria.

Expertise from experts
High quality and excellent know-how go hand in hand. That is why all employees and partners are regularly trained in products, planning, installation
and assembly.

That is why planning and consulting,
individual project management and
competent customer service are all
integral to the quality of REISS office
furniture. Of course, we are there for
you even after assembly and setup.
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Expert assembly and product briefing

Our office furniture is characterised by high functionality. That is why experienced expert fitters are on site
to introduce your employees to the special features of
the new furniture, which we deliver pre-assembled.
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S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y

From a sense of
responsibility for the future.

We focus on sustainable entrepreneurship, ecological product design and the responsible use of resources. We are
committed to the present and future generations and want to preserve an intact habitat in a natural environment.

That is why we put all business processes and new investments to the ecological test. Our quality and environmental
management system is certified according to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001. In addition, we were certified according to the
criteria of the EU environmental guideline EMAS III in 2013 and also issued an environmental declaration.

REISS fulfils the
guidelines outlined in
the EMAS III criteria.
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REISS produces in an
environment-friendly way
in the cure city of
Bad Liebenwerda

Certificate for the quality
management system
according to DIN EN ISO
9001:2015

Certificate for
environmental
management system
according to
DIN EN ISO 14001:2015

REISS products are
GS-tested.

REISS products carry the
RAL-UZ 38 eco-label

REISS products
comply with the high
requirements of the
„Quality criteria for office
workplaces“

CE marking
Decision no.
768/2008/EC Regulation
(EC)
No. 765/2008

The textiles for the
privacy screens have
the EU Ecolabel and are
OEKO-TEX® certified.
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www.reiss-bueromoebel.de

REISS Büromöbel GmbH
04924 Bad Liebenwerda
Germany
Telefon: +49 35341 48-360
Telefax: +49 35341 48-368
E-Mail: info@reiss-bueromoebel.de
Member of the Industrial Association of
Offices and Work Environment (IBA)

REISS BR Image 12/21

REISS products are GS-certified. They bear the RAL-UZ 38 environmental quality seal, and meet
the “Quality Office” criteria. REISS is certified in accordance with the quality management system
(DIN EN ISO 9001), the environmental management system (DIN EN ISO 14001), the product chain
certificate PEFC-CoC and EMAS III.

